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About This Game

The Escape is a challenging online co-op strategy game where players work together to compete a series a task and go head-to-
head in our game modes known as Hide and Seek and The Escape.

If you like to take life on the creative edge; we are working on an in-game level editor with workshop capability so you can host
and share your levels with your friends and other players around the world!

The controls are simple and the game is designed for the user to be able to host or join a game within a few seconds.
Worried about server issues? Don't worry, you can host lobbies from the comfort of your own home to match against your

friends quickly and easily.

Key Features
4 Player Co-Op
Private Lobby's

Public Lobby's w/ Server Browser
2 Official Levels made by our team

2 Official Game modes for you to enjoy
Steam Integrations
Twitch Integration

We plan on adding a lot more over the time such as new game modes, Level Editor w/ Workshop Integration, and much more!
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The game at its current state is rather barebone, but still worth the 5 dollars. However be aware that you are buying an
investment and not a complete game.

Right now the most important mechanic (warfare) is an astoundingly one dimensional pure stat battle, aka whoever has a bigger
troop score almost always wins. So thus the game is decided by how much gold you can spend to spam troops. However the gold
generating mechanics of this game are also woefully under designed, the most obvious gold generator being peasents take far too
much investment to make worthwhile. Bandits seem to be far superior in generating gold, as they seem to not require building
upgrades to make gold, but they generate less gold as you defeat more enemies. There are other methods of generating gold you
can discover exploring the wild however most of them require such huge investments of gold and resources you can legit just
start winning the game by spamming troops then killing every faction. I experimented with acquiring various buildings and
almost of all them give reallly low returns for the huge investments required to acquire, I would say just spending all your gold
on peasents would almost always be a better return. Execpt of course in the north where there seems to be two buildings which
give a big return on the investment ( thickblood tavern and slavers)

If you are hoping that this game is going to be some complex kingdom warfare game as I did, do not expect much at the current
state of the game. The diplomacy is almost nonexistant, with me only ever using diplomacy on foreign kingdoms to ask for trade
routes on the first turn of the game. You can also of course pay minor bandit factions for truces and to attack other kingdoms.
However these actions cost way too much for the returns. Paying 3k gold for a group of 50 bandits to stop raiding you, then pay
another 3k gold for them to focus on raiding someone else.

Late game is a unbearable grind of repetiviely passing your turn then selecting an enemy faction, then selecting the invade
option, then select each troop category you wish to bring on this battle, which of course asks if you want to bring # of peasent or
not, then the screen asks if you want to bring # of solider, then the next screen asks if you want to bring # of knights or not, then
the next screen asks if you want to bring # of tier one faction A unit 1, then the next screen asks if you want to bring # of
faction A unit tier 2, then the next screen asks if you want to bring..... Which you can see my point, this is one of the only games
where I feel as the game gets progressively worse as you acquire various types of units accross factions. Having to type in a
number to tell the game how many troops you want to bring is extremely mind numbingly boring especially when you do this
ten+ times for one battle. Then after you invade you get 1 land, and due to the fact you have snowballed, every single turn is you
passing then invading your neighbors. So you have to select a faction, select type of invasion, select every single troop 50+ times
depending on the number of the lands in your game.

Ultimately i can see this game being a great one if the dev follows up on his promises. Right now the rpg mechanics are
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nonexistant, as well as the strategeic elements. The only thing to do in this game is generate gold, which is one dimensional, and
only a few avenus are worthwhile. However while it may seem that this is a negative review, I don't regret the five dollars I spent
on this game. I don't think i will be playing again anytime soon, but will come back in a year. I will either be pleasentingly
surpised, or heavily dissapointed at the state of the game then.

I would give the game a 6/10. best game of my childhood , i dont know why there is something in this game i like thats linked to
my soul . is it the soundtracks . is it guns . or are they my ancestors?. Pretty easy to figure out puzzle game. It's not like Hook at
all, even though I thought it was a sequel or rip off just looking at it.

For a buck, these puzzle games are usually chill and not particularly challening. This one is not like that. The 4th to last puzzle
took some serious thought. The one after that has me hung up... So basically, it's a pretty challening puzzle game when you have
to combine everything you've learned at the end. Definitely worth a buck.

All those kids complaining about how it should be a free flash game are entilted little♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. SUPER BENBO QUEST:
TURBO DELUXE is a game that shakes all your expectations. Incredibly self aware, and proud of what it is, it aims to fill every
second with a new thrill - it will try its hardest to make you chuckle (and, if you were to be of this game's target audience,
succeed very often).

Under the meme facade, hides a game that can be unforgivingly difficult, although this applies mostly to the final level. I
believe that some platforming sections border on spite and, although there is nothing wrong with that by itself, a few extra
checkpoints would have aleviated my extreme suffering.

However, every feeling of rage I had dissipated in the ending, which gave me such catharsis and fulfillment that I felt humble
tears forming - which I managed to hold back.

kek 420/500.  I'm bored already 
 The reason I can't recommend this game is for one the scares are corny. I am a huge pansy when it comes to scary games and I
was more confused as to why I'm dying then being scared.

There is little to no explanation as to why you die for one, Some monsters are scared of the light, others just kill my
throught he flashlight.

There also seems to be no way to remap keys, which in all reality it's no big deal because the controls are so simple. The
gameplay itself is very simple, yet annoying at the same time. There also appears to be a lack of gameplay settings and
graphics settings along with the lack of key remapping.

 Another down side I would like to add is there is no Achievements or steam trading cards.. That's also a minor bummer.

  I'd like to add that the game itself just seems to lack any substance, area to area it looks the same and I find myself
getting bored of dying for no obvious reason and just seeing the same lame surroundings over and over even when I
make it past the level.

 Lastly, I must say if you want a plus on this game, I can say thus far into level 3 it has ran smoothly with no hiccups.
There is some positive to all games.

All in all, I got this in a bundle so I'm not disappointed. But otherwise, at a price point of $8 I don't consider this worth
the costs, there are better games out there at a better price for horror games. However, this isn't a terrible game. It's an
okay game that fails to match any real reason to consider it over competition.
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. I bought this game as part of a bundle along with Wake, for $5. Yeah, this is one of those games (along with Wake) that you
kinda are willing to spend money on just because you can. "Ah, I got like 5 bucks left... Can't really buy anything. I guess I'll
just take this..."

At first I was intrigued and relaxed. But upon only finding half of the ways to get to the moon, the game because so boring, I
had to quit in order to save some sanity. So, I got a better computer and played this on it as one of the first games to test its
intensity of RAM (since it lagged like crazy on my laptop). So yes, I gave it a second go. Appearently, it was not my laptop...

The game was just so SLOW paced that you can't get anywhere in a decent time. The level design along with the slow paced
gameplay makes finding all the endings take probably more than several days. That's just not how to design a game. I explored
every area and got two powerups, then there was nothing to do, so I stopped. For good. I will never come back to this game
because I'm one of those people who want to experience everything for themselves. If you tell me what powerup you get in a
game, that will suddenly render the game unplayable for me, because I want everything to be exciting, new, and not spoiled.

I don't like writing down rates for games that are pretty good, but really, this belongs on a flash website. It's one of those flash
games that you really shouldn't spend money on. Not because it's short or anything, but just the amount of enjoyment you'll get
out of it. Again, it's soooo boooring. I understand it's supposed to be atmospheric, and it was. But after about halfway through
the game, you just simply cannot find any ways back to the moon, no more upgrades, and literally nothing to do.

Call me biased because I didn't technically complete the game, but a human being cannot go through so much loss of sanity by
playing a game like this. Again, it's "okay" but the pace is way too slow, goal way too indirect, and progression even worse so.

I don't know what else to say for this other than to save your money. I don't know about anyone else, but I'm one of those people
that would rather spend on a game I end up disliking due to genre or whatever rather than a game I just end up not enjoying
because of its experience. Buy it if you want, but I don't want anyone else losing any sanity or time either.

My suggestions to developer (even though I know the game won't get updated ever):
- Smaller level design or less filler areas just to slow you down
- More quick movement speed and not so much "moon" gravity
- Add a decent title screen with some possible, oh I don't know, options, then tell the player what to do in some way fitting to the
game's atmosphere (basically, not a tutorial, but still telling them what to do). Its not amazing, the AI isnt good, but it works.
Purchased the game on release day having read no reviews, and it works, it didnt crash, nothing game breaking appeared.

Having purchased too many "early access" or beta releases of games that never get "finished" and in reality were just s..t its nice
to buy a game and it appear to have been bug tested to some extent. Dont buy this game thinking your getting a time sink
because youll get bored at some point by its simplicity and ease to win, But for around a tenner its not hard to get 10-20 hours of
play out of and enjoy,. could be a really really good game, keep up the good work :). Very fragile team but man can they rip past
your players.
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hard to tell what is happening, difficutly ramps up and drops randomly, Great music. Please see my full review here
https:\/\/youtu.be\/K8pC1FBoQf0
I can recommend the game when it is on sale. But in my opinion, it is not worth the full price.. This game changed my life
forever. Now I vote for trump.. This game is realy great. It has soo many little features which amuse me. The cute animals, the
shadow who is moving during the day depending on the daytime, the floating corpses in the river, the townhall clock... and
finaly the bug reporting bug :D

I encountered very few bugs while playing the alpha (thanks again guys) so you can say the defs realy thought the things
through. I bet we´ll hear a lot of positive feedback in the future about these game.

Just one hint: no matter what, deal with the bandit hideouts asap ;). right now is very very beta, it needs a lot of work of the
developers, but is a good concept.
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